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Associated forms and hypersurface
singularities: The binary case
By Jarod Alper at Canberra and Alexander Isaev at Canberra
Abstract. In the recent articles [1, 5], it was conjectured that all rational GLn-invariant
functions of forms of degree d  3 on Cn can be extracted, in a canonical way, from those of
forms of degree n.d   2/ by means of assigning to every form with nonvanishing discriminant
the so-called associated form. The conjecture was confirmed in [5] for binary forms of degree
d  6 as well as for ternary cubics. Furthermore, a weaker version of it was settled in [1] for
arbitrary n and d . In the present paper, we focus on the case n D 2 and establish the conjecture,
in a rather explicit way, for binary forms of an arbitrary degree.
1. Introduction
This paper concerns a new development in classical invariant theory that originated in
the recent article [5] and was further explored in [1, 2]. Let V be a complex vector space of
dimension n and O.V /d the vector space of forms of degree d on V . We assume that n  2
and d  3. LetO.V /d; be the affine open subvariety ofO.V /d consisting of forms for which
the discriminant does not vanish. Upon choosing coordinates, V is identified withCn and we
may regard a form f 2 O.V /d as a polynomial in x1; : : : ; xn of degree d . Consider the Milnor
algebra M.f / WD CŒx1; : : : ; xn=.fx
1
; : : : ; fxn / of the isolated singularity at the origin of the
hypersurface in V defined by f 2 O.V /d; and letm M.f / be the maximal ideal. One can
then introduce a form on the n-dimensional quotientm=m2 with values in the one-dimensional
socle Soc.M.f // of M.f / as follows:
m=m2 ! Soc.M.f //; z 7!bz n.d 2/;
where bz is any element of m that projects to z 2 m=m2. There is a canonical isomorphism
m=m2 Š V _ and, since the Hessian of f generates the socle, there is also a canonical isomor-
phism Soc.M.f // Š C. Hence, one obtains a form A.f / of degree n.d   2/ on V _, which is
called the associated form of f (see Section 2 for more details on this definition). This form
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is very natural and in fact has alternative interesting descriptions: A.f / is a Macaulay inverse
system for the Milnor algebra M.f / (see Proposition 2.11) and is also a scalar multiple of the
residue mapping
O.V /n.d 2/ ! C; g 7! Res
"
g dx1 ^    ^ dxn
fx
1
; : : : ; fxn
#
(see [9, Chapter III, Section 9]) upon identifying O.V _/n.d 2/ and O.V /_n.d 2/ via the polar
pairing.
The main object of our study is the morphism
AWO.V /d; ! O.V _/n.d 2/; f 7! A.f /
of affine varieties. Upon the identification V Š V _ Š Cn, the map A is a morphism from the
affine variety of nondegenerate forms of degree d on Cn to the affine space of forms of degree
n.d   2/ on Cn. As first observed in [5], for certain values of n and d one can recover all
GLn-invariant rational functions on forms of degree d from those on forms of degree n.d   2/
by evaluating the latter on associated forms, i.e., by composing them with A. Motivated by the
above fact, in [1] we proposed a conjecture asserting that an analogous statement holds for all n
and d . Precisely, the conjecture stated in [1] is:
Conjecture 1.1. For every regular GL.V /-invariant function I onO.V /d; there exists
a rational GL.V _/-invariant function J on O.V _/n.d 2/ defined on the image of A such that
I D J ı A.
In other words, the conjecture states that the invariant theory of forms of degree d can
be extracted, in a canonical way, from that of forms of degree n.d   2/ at least at the level
of rational invariant functions. In [5], Conjecture 1.1 was shown to hold for binary forms of
degrees 3  d  6 as well as for ternary cubics, and in [1] a weaker variant was established
for arbitrary n and d .
As explained in [1] and [5], the original motivation for studying associated forms came
from singularity theory, namely, the well-known Mather–Yau theorem. This theorem states that
two isolated hypersurface singularities in Cn are biholomorphically equivalent if and only if
their Tjurina algebras are isomorphic. The proof of this theorem is not constructive, and finding
an effective way of recovering a hypersurface germ from its Tjurina algebra is a long-standing
open question called the reconstruction problem. If Conjecture 1.1 is settled, it will provide
a method for extracting a complete system of biholomorphic invariants of homogeneous hyper-
surface singularities from their Milnor algebras (which coincide with their Tjurina algebras).
Such a system of invariants can be regarded as a solution to the reconstruction problem in this
case, and settling the reconstruction problem was our original goal.
On the other hand, Conjecture 1.1 is rather interesting from the purely invariant-theoretic
viewpoint and surprisingly enlightening even in the case of binary forms. In the main result of
the present paper, we settle a stronger version of the conjecture for n D 2 as follows:
Theorem 1.2. The morphism A maps O.C2/d; to O.C2/2.d 2/;Cat, and for every
regular GL2-invariant function I on O.C2/d; there exists a regular GL2-invariant function
J on O.C2/2.d 2/;Cat such that I D J ı A, where Cat denotes the catalecticant invariant.
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Upon showing that A sends O.C2/d; to O.C2/2.d 2/;Cat, this theorem is equivalent to
the statement that the induced map
AWO.C2/d;==GL2 ! O.C2/2.d 2/;Cat==GL2
of affine good GIT quotients is a closed immersion.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.2. In general, the projectivization of the morphism
A, which assigns to every nondegenerate form f the associated form A.f /, factors as
A W P .O.V /d / r ! Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res A ! P .O.V _/n.d 2//;
where A is the morphism that assigns to every n-dimensional subspace W  O.V /d 1 with
nonvanishing resultant a form A.W / defined analogously to the associated form, and where r
is the morphism that assigns to a form the subspace in O.V /d 1 generated by its first-order
partial derivatives. In Section 2, we discuss details of this factorization and in Section 3 we
interpret Conjecture 1.1 in terms of the GIT quotients of A and r.
To prove Theorem 1.2, we proceed by showing that:
(1) the morphism r preserves semistability,
(2) the induced morphism rWP .O.C2/d /ss== SL2 ! Gr.2;O.C2/2.d 2//ss==SL2 of GIT
quotients is a closed immersion, and
(3) the morphism AWGr.2;O.C2/d 1/Res ! P .O.C2/2.d 2//Cat is an isomorphism.
Step (1) is established in Proposition 5.2. It is not hard to see that (1) implies that r is
a finite morphism. In fact, we show that r is finite and injective (Corollary 5.5). Therefore,
to establish (2), it suffices to prove that the image of r is normal, which we obtain in Corol-
lary 6.6. Step (3) is established in Proposition 4.3.
Acknowledgement. We are grateful to Daniel Erman for his valuable suggestions,
which were instrumental for the proof of Proposition 6.5. We also thank Felix Janda for explain-
ing to us the connection between associated forms and the residue symbol, as well as Maksym
Fedorchuk for comments on an earlier draft of the paper. Special thanks go to the referee who
put a tremendous amount of effort into understanding our results and made extensive recom-
mendations, which simplified many of our arguments and greatly improved the exposition of
this paper.
2. The associated form: Definition and properties
2.1. The associated form of a nondegenerate form. Let V be a complex vector space
of dimension n. Denote by O.V / the symmetric algebra Sym.V _/ on the space V _, and by
O.V /j WD Symj .V _/ the vector space of forms on V of degree j . One has
O.V / D
1M
jD0
O.V /j :
If we choose an isomorphism V Š Cn, we may identifyO.V / with the algebra of polynomials
CŒx1; : : : ; xn in x1; : : : ; xn and O.V /j with the vector space CŒx1; : : : ; xnj of homogeneous
polynomials of degree j . We assume throughout that n  2.
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Fix d  3. Recall that the discriminant  is a form on O.V /d with the property that
.f / ¤ 0 if and only if the zero locus of f has an isolated singularity at 0. Let O.V /d; be
the affine open subvariety of O.V /d of forms with nonzero discriminant. For f 2 O.V /d;,
we define the Milnor algebra of the corresponding singularity to be
M.f / WD O.V /=J.f /;
where J.f / is the Jacobian ideal, i.e., the ideal generated by all first-order partial derivatives
of f . Choosing coordinates x1; : : : ; xn in V , we may write the Milnor algebra as
M.f / D CŒx1; : : : ; xn=.fx
1
; : : : ; fxn /:
It is well known thatM.f / is a standard graded local Artinian Gorenstein algebra whose socle
Soc.M.f // DM.f /n.d 2/ is generated in degree n.d   2/ by the image hess.f / 2M.f / of
the Hessian hess.f / WD det Hess.f /, where Hess.f / is the Hessian matrix .휕2f =휕xi휕xj /i;j
(cf. Lemma 2.4 below).
We will now introduce the associated formA.f / 2 O.V _/n.d 2/ of f . Upon identifying
O.V _/n.d 2/ with CŒy1; : : : ; ynn.d 2/, where the coordinates yi are dual to xi , we define
A.f / by the following formula:
.y1x1 C y2x2 C    C ynxn/n.d 2/ D A.f /.y1; : : : ; yn/  hess.f / 2M.f /;
with xi 2M.f / being the image of the coordinate function xi . It is not hard to see that the
induced map
(2.1) AWO.V /d; ! O.V _/n.d 2/; f 7! A.f /
is a morphism of affine varieties.
Example 2.1. If f D a1xd1 C    C anxdn for nonzero ai 2 C, then one computes
hess.f / D .a1    an/.d.d   1//n.x1    xn/d 2
and
A.f /.y1; : : : ; yn/ D 1
a1    an
.n.d   2//Š
.d Š/n
.y1   yn/d 2:
Next, there are natural actions of GL.V / on O.V /d and O.V _/n.d 2/ as follows: if
g 2 GL.V /, then
.gf /.x/ WD f .x  g t / for f 2 O.V /d and x D .x1; : : : ; xn/ 2 V ,
and
.gF /.y/ WD F.y  g/ for F 2 O.V _/n.d 2/ and y D .y1; : : : ; yn/ 2 V _.
The affine open subvariety O.V /d; of O.V /d is clearly GL.V /-invariant. The following
lemma gives an equivariance property for the morphism A:
Lemma 2.2. For f 2 O.V /d; and g 2 GL.V /, we have
(2.2) A.gf / D .detg/2  gA.f /:
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Proof. There is an isomorphism of Milnor algebras 'WM.f /  !M.gf / defined by
xi 7! gxi . For x D .x1; : : : ; xn/ and y D .y1; : : : ; yn/, we have by definition the equality
.y  xt /n.d 2/ D A.f /.y/  hess.f / in M.f /. By noting that gx D x  g t , we compute
(2.3) '
 
.y  xt /n.d 2/ D  y  .gx/tn.d 2/ D  y  g 1  xtn.d 2/:
On the other hand, using the fact that g hess.f / D .detg/2  hess.gf /, we have
(2.4) '.A.f /.y/  hess.f // D A.f /.y/  g hess.f / D A.f /.y/  .detg/2  hess.gf /:
Comparing (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain A.gf /.y  g 1/ D .detg/2  A.f /.y/.
Remark 2.3. Lemma 2.2 was established in [1, Proposition 2.1] but due to its impor-
tance and the fact that we will generalize it in Lemma 2.7 below, we included the proof.
2.2. The associated form of a finite morphism and a factorization of A. As before,
let V be a complex vector space of dimension n  2 and let d  3. We will now generalize
the above construction from nondegenerate forms f WV ! C of degree d to finite morphisms
f D .f1; : : : ; fn/WV ! V defined by n forms of degree d   1.
Let O.V /˚n
d 1 be the vector space of n-tuples f D .f1; : : : ; fn/ of forms of degree d   1.
Recall from [8, Chapter 13] that the resultant Res on O.V /˚n
d 1 is a form with the prop-
erty that Res.f/ ¤ 0 if and only if f1; : : : ; fn have no common zeroes away from 0. For
f D .f1; : : : ; fn/, introduce the algebra
M.f/ WD O.V /=.f1; : : : ; fn/:
Fixing coordinates in V , we have a well-known lemma:
Lemma 2.4. If f D .f1; : : : ; fn/ 2 .O.V /d 1/˚n, then the following are equivalent:
(1) The resultant Res.f/ is nonzero.
(2) The algebra M.f/ has finite vector space dimension.
(3) The morphism fWV ! V is finite.
(4) The n-tuple f is a homogeneous system of parameters of O.V /, i.e., the Krull dimension
of M.f/ is 0.
If the above conditions are satisfied, then M.f/ is a standard graded local Artinian Gorenstein
algebra whose socle Soc.M.f// DM.f/n.d 2/ is generated in degree n.d   2/ by the image
jac.f/ 2M.f/ of the Jacobian jac.f/ WD det Jac.f/, where Jac.f/ is the Jacobian matrix . 휕fi휕xj /i;j .
Proof. The implication (1)) (2) follows from the Nullstellensatz. Next, .2/ yields that
there exists a positive integer N such that O.V /j lies in the ideal .f1; : : : ; fn/  O.V / for all
j > N . Therefore, every f 2 O.V / can be written as a linear combination of monomials of
degree not exceeding N with coefficients that are polynomials in f1; : : : ; fn. This means that
the induced ring homomorphism fWO.V /! O.V / is finite, which establishes .3/. Each of
the implications (3)) (4)) (1) is straightforward. The conditions (1)–(4) imply thatM.f/ is
a local complete intersection, hence a local Artinian Gorenstein algebra. The last statement of
the lemma follows, e.g., from [14, Lemma 3.4].
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Remark 2.5. As we pointed out in Lemma 2.4, the algebra M.f/ has a natural standard
grading: M.f/ DL1iD0M.f/i . It is well known (cf. [15, Corollary 3.3]) that the Hilbert func-
tionH.t/ WDP1iD0 dimM.f/i t i ofM.f/ is given byH.t/ D .td 2C  CtC1/n. We note that
dimM.f/i D dimM.f/n.d 2/ i for 0  i  n.d 2/ and that dimM.f/i D 0 for i > n.d 2/.
In particular, as already stated in Lemma 2.4, the socle M.f/n.d 2/ is one-dimensional.
We let .O.V /˚n
d 1/Res be the affine open subvariety of O.V /
˚n
d 1 consisting of n-tuples
of forms with nonzero resultant. Upon choosing coordinates x1; : : : ; xn in V and the dual
coordinates y1; : : : ; yn in V _, we may define the associated form A.f/ 2 O.V _/n.d 2/ of
f 2 .O.V /˚n
d 1/Res by the following formula:
.y1x1 C y2x2 C    C ynxn/n.d 2/ D A.f/.y1; : : : ; yn/  jac.f/ 2M.f/;
where xi 2M.f/ is the image of xi . It is again not hard to see that the induced map
(2.5) AW .O.V /˚n
d 1/Res ! O.V _/n.d 2/; f 7! A.f/
is a morphism of affine varieties.
The construction of the associated form A.f/ of an n-tuple f 2 .O.V /˚n
d 1/Res generalizes
that of the associated form A.f / of a form f 2 O.V /d;. Namely, if we consider the gradient
morphism
gradWO.V /d ! O.V /˚nd 1; f 7! .fx1 ; : : : ; fxn /;
then we have .f / D 0 if and only if Res.grad.f // D 0 (note that the induced morphism
O.V /d; ! .O.V /˚nd 1/Res will also be referred to as grad). Further, for any f 2 O.V /d;,
we have hess.f / D jac.grad.f //. Therefore, the following holds:
Lemma 2.6. The morphism A factors as
(2.6) A W O.V /d;
grad  ! .O.V /˚n
d 1/Res
A  ! O.V _/n.d 2/:
The vector space O.V /˚n
d 1 has a natural action of GL.V /  GLn via
(2.7) ..g1; g2/f/.x/ WD f.x  g t1 /  g 12
for g1 2 GL.V /, g2 2 GLn and f D .f1; : : : ; fn/ 2 O.V /˚nd 1. Clearly, the open affine sub-
variety .O.V /˚n
d 1/Res is GL.V /  GLn-invariant.
Lemma 2.7. For every f 2 .O.V /˚n
d 1/Res, g1 2 GL.V /, g2 2 GLn, one has
(2.8) A..g1; g2/f/ D det.g1g2/  g1A.f/:
Proof. The argument of Lemma 2.2 implies A..g1; id/f/ D .detg1/  g1A.f/. On the
other hand, since the ideal generated by the forms f1; : : : ; fn is equal to the ideal generated by
the n forms of f  g 12 and since jac.f  g 12 / D .detg2/ 1  jac.f/, we see that
A..id; g2/f/ D .detg2/  A.f/:
Remark 2.8. The gradient morphism gradWO.V /d ! O.V /˚nd 1 is equivariant with
respect to the diagonal inclusion GL.V / ,! GL.V /  GLn, g 7! .g; g/, that is,
grad.gf / D .g; g/ grad.f / for g 2 GL.V / and f 2 O.V /d
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(recall here that we work with the fixed coordinates x1; : : : ; xn in V hence with a fixed isomor-
phism GL.V / Š GLn). Therefore, equivariance formula (2.8) induces equivariance formula
(2.2) via the gradient morphism, that is, factorization (2.6) is equivariant with respect to the
given actions.
2.3. Projectivization of the morphisms A and A. The constructions of Sections 2.1
and 2.2 can be projectivized. Let P .O.V /d / be the projectivization ofO.V /d and P .O.V /d /
the affine open subvariety where the discriminant  does not vanish. Then morphism (2.1)
gives rise to a morphism
AWP .O.V /d / ! P .O.V _/n.d 2//;
which is SL.V /-equivariant. We abuse notation by using the same symbol A to denote mor-
phism (2.1) as well as the induced projectivized morphism.
Next, let us denote by Gr.n;O.V /d 1/ the Grassmannian of n-dimensional subspaces
of O.V /d 1. Clearly, Gr.n;O.V /d 1/ is a GLn-quotient of the open subvariety of O.V /˚nd 1
consisting of n-tuples f D .f1; : : : ; fn/, where f1; : : : ; fn are linearly independent. The resul-
tant Res on O.V /˚n
d 1 descends to a section, also denoted by Res, of a power of the very ample
generator of the Picard group of Gr.n;O.V /d 1/. Let Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res be the affine open
subvariety where Res does not vanish and consider the GL.V /-equivariant morphism
.O.V /˚n
d 1/Res ! Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res; f D .f1; : : : ; fn/ 7! hf1; : : : ; fni;
which is a GLn-torsor. Then, by equivariance property (2.8), the morphism A from (2.5) com-
posed with the projection O.V _/n.d 2/ n ¹0º ! P .O.V _/n.d 2// factors as
.O.V /˚n
d 1/Res ! Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res
A ! P .O.V _/n.d 2//:
Note that we abuse notation by using the symbol A to refer to both the morphism
.O.V /˚n
d 1/Res ! O.V _/n.d 2/
and
Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res ! P .O.V _/n.d 2//:
In each occurrence of the symbols A and A, it will be clear which morphism we refer to.
Further, the gradient morphism descends to an SL.V /-equivariant morphism
rWP .O.V /d / n ¹f j fx1 ; : : : ; fxn are linearly dependentº ! Gr.n;O.V /d 1/;
f 7! hfx
1
; : : : ; fxn i;
and we obtain a factorization analogous to (2.6):
(2.9) A W P .O.V /d / r ! Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res A ! P .O.V _/n.d 2//:
From (2.2) and (2.8), it is clear that factorization (2.9) is SL.V /-equivariant with respect to the
natural actions.
2.4. The polar pairing and Macaulay inverse systems. Let x1; : : : ; xn be coordi-
nates in V and y1; : : : ; yn the dual coordinates in V _. Recall that the algebra O.V _/ is an
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O.V /-module via differentiation:
.h ı F /.y1; : : : ; yn/ WD h
 휕휕y1 ; : : : ; 휕휕ynF.y1; : : : ; yn/;
where h 2 O.V / and F 2 O.V _/. For a positive integer j , differentiation induces a perfect
pairing
O.V /j O.V _/j ! C; .h; F / 7! h ı F;
which is independent of the choice of coordinates and is often referred to as the polar pairing.
For F 2 O.V _/j , we now introduce the homogeneous ideal
F? WD ¹h 2 O.V / j h ı F D 0º  O.V /;
which is clearly independent of scaling and thus is well-defined for F 2 P .O.V _/j /. It is well
known that the quotient ring O.V /=F? is a local standard graded Artinian Gorenstein algebra
of socle degree j . In particular, dim.O.V /=F?/j D 1, dim.O.V /=F?/i D 0 for i > j , and
the symmetry relation dim.O.V /=F?/i D dim.O.V /=F?/j i holds for all 0  i  j .
We recall the following well-known proposition (cf. [11, Lemma 2.12]):
Proposition 2.9. The correspondence F 7! O.V /=F? induces a bijection
P .O.V _/j /! ¹local Artinian Gorenstein quotient algebras O.V /=I
of socle degree j , where the ideal I is homogeneousº:
Remark 2.10. Given a homogeneous ideal I  O.V / such that O.V /=I is an Artinian
Gorenstein algebra of socle degree j , Proposition 2.9 implies that there is a form F 2 O.V _/j ,
unique up to scaling, such that I D F?. In fact, the uniqueness part of this statement can be
strengthened: if I  F?, then I D F? and all forms with this property are mutually pro-
portional. Indeed, I  F? implies Ij  F?, and the claim follows from the fact that Ij has
codimension 1 in O.V /j . Any such form F is called a (homogeneous) Macaulay inverse sys-
tem for O.V /=I , and its image in P .O.V _/j / is called the (homogeneous) Macaulay inverse
system for O.V /=I .
The following proposition gives an alternative interpretation of the associated form in
terms of Macaulay inverse systems. This proposition was established in [1, Proposition 3.2]
in greater generality but we include a direct proof below in the case at hand for the reader’s
convenience.
Proposition 2.11. If f D .f1; : : : ; fn/ 2 .O.V /˚nd 1/Res, then A.f/ 2 O.V _/n.d 2/ is
a Macaulay inverse system for the algebra M.f/. In particular, if we have f 2 O.V /d;, then
A.f / 2 O.V _/n.d 2/ is a Macaulay inverse system for the Milnor algebra M.f /.
Proof. For x D .x1; : : : ; xn/ and y D .y1; : : : ; yn/ we have by definition the equality
.y  xt /n.d 2/ D A.f/.y/  jac.f/
in M.f/. If j1; : : : ; jn are nonnegative integers with sum j , then a simple calculation yields 휕j휕yj11    휕yjnn A.f/jac.f/ D .n.d   2//Š.n.d   2/   j /Š.y  xt /n.d 2/ j xj11    xjnn :
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Therefore, for any h 2 O.V /j we have
.h ı A.f//jac.f/ D .n.d   2//Š
.n.d   2/   j /Š.y  x
t /n.d 2/ j h.x1; : : : ; xn/;
which is zero if and only if h.x1; : : : ; xn/ D 0, or equivalently, if and only if h lies in the ideal
.f1; : : : ; fn/. We have thus established that .f1; : : : ; fn/ D A.f/?.
Remark 2.12. The above proposition allows us to interpret the morphism
AWP .O.V /d / ! P .O.V _/n.d 2//
as taking a form f to the Macaulay inverse system for the Milnor algebraM.f /. Similarly, the
morphism
AWGr.n;O.V /d 1/Res ! P .O.V _/n.d 2//
takes a subspace hf1; : : : ; fni 2 Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res to the Macaulay inverse system for the
algebra O.V /=.f1; : : : ; fn/.
2.5. The image of A. Consider the locally closed subvariety URes  P .O.V _/n.d 2//
of forms F such that dimF? \O.V /d 1 D n and the subspace F? \O.V /d 1 lies in
Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res. By Proposition 2.11, the image of A is contained in URes.
Proposition 2.13. The morphism A W Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res ! URes is an isomorphism.
Proof. The morphism BWURes ! Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res given by F 7! F? \O.V /d 1
yields the diagram
Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res A //
id
))
URes
B

Gr.n;O.V /d 1/Res,
which is commutative by Proposition 2.11. As B is separated, it follows immediately that A is
a closed immersion. Next, if F 2 URes, then for the ideal I  O.V / generated by the subspace
F? \O.V /d 1, we have the inclusion I  F?. By Remark 2.10, the form F is the inverse
system for O.V /=I , and therefore F D A.F? \O.V /d 1/.
3. Interpretation of Conjecture 1.1 via GIT quotients
In this section, we interpret Conjecture 1.1 in terms of properties of the GIT quotients of
the morphisms A and A.
3.1. Review of Geometric Invariant Theory. We quickly review some notions from
Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT); see [13] for more details.
Let G be a reductive algebraic group over C. If W is a G-representation, then the GIT
quotient ofW byG is the morphism  WW ! W==G WD SpecO.W /G . The quotientW==G has
desirable properties—in particular, it parametrizes closed G-orbits in W . There is an induced
action of G on the projective space P .W /, and we define the loci of semistable, polystable and
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stable points in P .W /, respectively, by
P .W /ss WD ¹w 2 P .W / j there exists I 2 O.W /Gj for j > 0 such that I.bw/ ¤ 0
where bw 2 W is any lift of wº;
P .W /ps WD ¹w 2 P .W /ss j Gw is closed in P .W /ssº;
P .W /s WD ¹w 2 P .W /ss j Gw is closed in P .W /ss and dimGw D dimGº:
It is a fact that w … P .W /ss if and only 0 2 Gbw for a lift bw 2 W of w. It follows that the affine
cone over the complement P .W / n P .W /ss is simply  1..0//.
More generally, if X  P .W / is a G-invariant projective subvariety, then we can define
the loci of semistable, polystable and stable points asX ss WD X\P .W /ss,Xps WD X\P .W /ps
and X s WD X \ P .W /s. One has the commutative diagram
X s
  //

X ss

X s==G
  // X ss==G WD ProjLj0 .X;O.j //G ,
where
 X ss ! X ss==G is called the GIT quotient of X ss by G and the points of X ss==G are in
bijective correspondence with the closed G-orbits in X ss (i.e., the G-orbits of polystable
points),
 X s ! X s==G is called the geometric GIT quotient of X s by G and the points of X s==G
are in bijective correspondence with G-orbits in X s (thus X s==G parametrizes the usual
orbit space),
 X ss==G is a projective variety, X s==G  X ss==G is an open subvariety and X s is the
preimage of X s==G under the quotient morphism X ss ! X ss==G.
If Y is a variety overC with an action ofG, we say that a surjectiveG-invariant morphism
 WY ! Z is a good GIT quotient if  is affine andOZ D .OY /G . If a good quotient exists,
it is unique up to isomorphism and is often denoted by Y==G. The morphisms W ! W==G,
X ss ! X ss==G, and X s ! X s==G defined above are all examples of good GIT quotients.
If Y1 ! Y1==G and Y2 ! Y2==G are two good GIT quotients, then any morphism
F WY1! Y2 that sendsG-orbits toG-orbits naturally induces a morphism F WY1==G! Y2==G.
We will always denote the quotient morphism by overlining the corresponding symbol.
3.2. The GIT quotient of the morphismA. Identify V Š V _ Š Cn and consider the
standard (resp. dual) action of SLn on O.Cn/d (resp. O.Cn/n.d 2/). Then, by Lemma 2.2,
the morphism AWP .O.Cn/d / ! P .O.Cn/n.d 2// taking a form to its associated form is
SLn-equivariant. It is natural to ask the following question:
Question 3.1. Is it true that the image A.f / 2 P .O.Cn/n.d 2// is semistable for every
f 2 P .O.Cn/d / and, moreover, that the induced morphism of GIT quotients
AWP .O.Cn/d /==SLn ! P .O.Cn/n.d 2//ss== SLn
is an immersion?
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A positive answer to Question 3.1 implies Conjecture 1.1. Theorem 1.2 shows that this
question has a positive answer in the case of binary forms. Furthermore, in the recent paper [7],
M. Fedorchuk gave an affirmative answer to the first (semistability) part of Question 3.1 for
all n.
We note that the morphism
AWP .O.Cn/d / ! P .O.Cn/n.d 2//
is not injective. Indeed, Example 2.1 implies that for any nonzero a1; : : : ; an 2 C the image of
the form a1xd1 C    C anxdn under A is .x1    xn/d 2. In [1], it was shown that the morphism
A is generically injective for any n  2.
Theorem 3.2 ([1, Theorem 4.1]). The morphism A descends to a rational map
AWP .O.Cn/d /==SLnÜ P .O.Cn/n.d 2//ss==SLn
that is birational onto its image.
In [1], the above theorem was proven as an easy consequence of the following fact
[1, Proposition 4.3]: for a generic form f 2 P .O.Cn/d /, the image A.f / is nondegener-
ate (i.e., .A.f // ¤ 0) and in particular is stable.
3.3. The GIT quotients of the morphisms r and A. In order to address Question 3.1,
it is natural to utilize SLn-equivariant factorization (2.9). First, we consider the semistable locus
of the Grassmannian Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/ with respect to the Plücker embedding
Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/! P
^n
O.Cn/d 1

;
ŒW  O.Cn/d 1 7!
h^n
W 
^n
O.Cn/d 1
i
:
In fact, since every very ample line bundle on the Grassmannian is a positive power of the
line bundle obtained via the Plücker embedding and every such line bundle L has a unique
SLn-linearization (i.e., a choice of an SLn-action on the vector space of global sections
U WD .Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/;L/ such that Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/P .U_/ is SLn-equivariant), there
are well-defined loci Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/ss, Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/ps, and Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/s inde-
pendent of the choice of an equivariant embedding.
Next, observe that the rational map rWP .O.Cn/d /Ü Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/ is defined on
semistable forms. Indeed, suppose that f 2 O.Cn/d has linearly dependent partial derivatives
fx
1
; : : : ; fxn . Upon passing to a linearly equivalent form, we can assume that fxn D 0. Con-
sider the one-parameter subgroup WC ! SLn; t 7! diag.t 1; : : : ; t 1; tn 1/. Letting t ! 0,
we see that the origin lies in the closure of the -orbit of f , which implies that the image of f
in P .O.Cn/d / is not semistable.
Therefore, in the spirit of Question 3.1, we can ask:
Question 3.3. Is it true that the imager.f / 2 Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/ is semistable for every
semistable form f 2 P .O.Cn/d / and that the induced morphism of GIT quotients
rWP .O.Cn/d /ss==SLn ! Gr.n;O.Cn/n.d 2//ss==SLn
is a closed immersion?
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In the case of binary forms, Propositions 5.2 and 6.7 show that this question has a positive
answer. Recently, M. Fedorchuk has proven that r preserves semistability for any n (see [7]).
We note that in order to show that Question 3.1 has a positive answer (and thus Conjec-
ture 1.1 holds), it suffices to prove that there is a factorization
AWP .O.Cn/d /==SLn r ! Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/Res==SLn A ! P .O.Cn/n.d 2//ss==SLn
where both morphisms are immersions. In the above factorization, r is always well-defined,
and a positive answer to Question 3.3 would imply that it is a closed immersion. On the other
hand, Proposition 2.13 yields that AWGr.n;O.Cn/d 1/Res ! P .O.Cn/n.d 2// is an immer-
sion. To check that there is an induced morphism A, one would need to verify that for any
W 2 Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/Res the image A.W / is semistable. Moreover, to show that A is an
immersion, it suffices to check that for every polystable subspace W 2 Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/Res
the image A.W / is polystable. We take precisely this approach to prove Theorem 1.2 for
binary forms: r is shown to be a closed immersion in Proposition 6.7 and A is shown to
map Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/Res to the semistable locus and to preserve polystability in Proposi-
tions 4.1 and 4.3, respectively. We note that in paper [7] mentioned above the fact that for
W 2 Gr.n;O.Cn/d 1/Res the image A.W / is semistable was obtained for any n.
4. The case of binary forms
From this section onwards we assume that n D 2. In this situation, the variables are
denoted by x; y. As always, we assume that d  3.
4.1. The catalecticant. Let f DP2NiD0  2Ni aix2N iyi 2 O.C2/2N be a binary form
of even degree 2N . The catalecticant of f is then defined as follows:
Cat.f / WD det
0BBBB@
a0 a1 : : : aN
a1 a2 : : : aNC1
:::
:::
: : :
:::
aN aNC1 : : : a2N
1CCCCA :
It is SL2-invariant and does not vanish if and only if theN C 1 partial derivatives of f of order
N are linearly independent in O.C2/N . Notice that the catalecticant is defined on the target
space of the morphism AW .O.C2/˚2
d 1/Res ! O.C2/2.d 2/.
Proposition 4.1. For any f 2 .O.C2/˚2
d 1/Res, we have Cat.A.f// ¤ 0.
Proof. Write f D .f1; f2/. Proposition 2.11 implies that there is an isomorphism
M.f / D CŒx; y=.f1; f2/ Š CŒx; y=A.f/?:
Since dimM.f /d 2 D d   1, we have dim.CŒx; y=A.f/?/d 2 D d   1 or in other words
.A.f/?/d 2 D 0. It follows that the d   1 partial derivatives of A.f/ of order d   2 are linearly
independent.
Remark 4.2. The statement that for f 2 O.C2/d; one has Cat.A.f // ¤ 0 had been
established in [1, Proposition 5.1].
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Proposition 4.1 shows that A is a morphism of affine varieties
(4.1) AWGr.2;O.C2/d 1/Res ! P .O.C2/2.d 2//Cat;
with P .O.C2/2.d 2//Cat being the affine open subvariety of P .O.C2/2.d 2// where the cata-
lecticant does not vanish.
4.2. The morphism A is an isomorphism.
Proposition 4.3. The morphism AWGr.2;O.C2/d 1/Res ! P .O.C2/2.d 2//Cat is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Recall from Section 2.5 thatURes  P .O.C2/2.d 2// denotes the locus of forms
F such that dimF? \O.C2/d 1 D 2 and the subspace F? \O.C2/d 1 has nonzero resul-
tant. By Proposition 2.13, the morphism AWGr.2;O.C2/d 1/Res ! URes is an isomorphism,
and by Proposition 4.1, we have the inclusion URes  P .O.C2/2.d 2//Cat. To obtain the other
inclusion, fix a form F 2 O.C2/2.d 2/ with Cat.F / ¤ 0 and letW WD F?\O.C2/d 1. First,
observe that dimF? \O.C2/d 2 D 0, which necessarily implies dimF? \O.C2/i D 0 for
all i  d   2. Therefore, for j D 0; : : : ; d   2, we have
dim.CŒx; y=F?/d 2Cj D dim.CŒx; y=F?/d 2 j D d   1   j ;
where we used the symmetry of the Hilbert function, and thus dimF? \O.C2/d 2Cj D 2j .
Taking j D 1, we obtain that W is two-dimensional.
Next, ifW D hf1; f2i, we need to prove that Res.f1; f2/ ¤ 0. If this is not the case, then
f1, f2 have a common factor p, and we can write f1 D ph1, f2 D ph2, where h1, h2 are forms
of some positive degreem without common linear factors. Since h1, h2 have nonzero resultant,
it follows from Remark 2.5 that dim.h1; h2/ \O.C2/m 1Cj D 2j for j D 0; : : : ; m   1. We
then obtain dim.f1; f2/\O.C2/d 2Cj D 2j for j D 0; : : : ; m 1. In particular, the inclusion
of ideals .f1; f2/  F? is an equality in degree d Cm   3. Now choose linear factors l1 j h1,
l2 j h2 and set q WD p h1l1
h2
l2
, which is a form of degree d Cm   3. Since l1q; l2q 2 F?, it
follows that q 2 F?. Hence m > 1 since otherwise q is in F? \O.C2/d 2 D 0. As q lies
in the ideal .f1; f2/, writing q D a1f1 C a2f2 for a1; a2 2 CŒx; ym 2 and factoring out p
yields h1
l1
h2
l2
D a1h1 C a2h2, which contradicts the fact that h1l1 and
h2
l2
have no common linear
factors.
Taking the GIT quotients of the factorization provided by (2.9) and (4.1), we obtain the
factorization
A W P .O.C2/d /==SL2 r ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/Res== SL2 A ! P .O.C2/2.d 2//Cat== SL2 :
By Proposition 4.3, the morphism A is a closed immersion if and only if r is a closed immer-
sion. We conclude:
Corollary 4.4. Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to the morphism
rWP .O.C2/d /==SL2 ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/Res== SL2
being a closed immersion.
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In Section 6, we will establish Theorem 1.2 by showing that in fact the induced quotient
morphism rWP .O.C2/d /ss==SL2 ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss==SL2 of the entire semistable loci is
a closed immersion.
5. The morphism r and stability
The rational map rWP .O.C2/d /Ü Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ given by f 7! hfx; fyi is well-
defined on forms that are not powers of linear forms and, in particular, on semistable forms. In
this section, we show that if f is semistable, then so is r.f / (Proposition 5.2) and that if f
is polystable, then so is r.f / (Proposition 5.4). On the other hand, it is not true that if f is
stable, then r.f / is stable; indeed r.xd C yd / is the subspace hxd 1; yd 1i, which is fixed
by C and thus is not stable.
These results will allow us to show that the induced morphism of quotients
rWP .O.C2/d /ss==SL2 ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss==SL2
is finite and injective (Corollary 5.5). In Section 6, we will prove that its image is normal, which
will lead to the conclusion that r is a closed immersion.
On the other hand, we feel that investigating the stability of subspaces in the Grassmann-
ian and the preservation of stability by the morphism r are independently interesting. In par-
ticular, we include a geometric characterization of the semi(stable) locus in Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/,
which is used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 below (but is not strictly necessary for it).
5.1. Semistability of subspaces. We first study the (semi)stability of elements of
the Grassmannian Gr.2;O.C2/m/ for any m  1 by utilizing the Hilbert–Mumford criterion
(cf. [13, Theorem 2.1]). By this criterion, a subspace W 2 Gr.2;O.C2/m/ is (semi)stable
if and only if it is (semi)stable with respect to the action of every one-parameter subgroup
WC ! SL2. The -(semi)stability of W is understood by calculating the Hilbert–Mumford
index .W; /. It can be computed as follows.
Choose any coordinates x; y in C2 in which  is given by diagonal matrices
WC ! SL2; t 7!
 
t 0
0 t 
!
;
with  2 Z, and for every monomial xm iyi 2 O.C2/m, define its weight as
wt.xm iyi / WD .m   i/    i D .m   2i/:
Consider now a two-dimensional subspace W D hf1; f2i and write the basis forms f1; f2 in
the coordinates x; y as
(5.1) f1 D
mX
iD0
 
m
i
!
aix
m iyi ; f2 D
mX
iD0
 
m
i
!
bix
m iyi :
Under the Plücker embedding of Gr.2;O.C2/m/ in P .
V2O.C2/m/ the subspaceW is mapped
to the line spanned by
f1 ^ f2 D
X
0i<jm
 
m
i
! 
m
j
!
.aibj   aj bi /xm iyi ^ xm jyj :
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Then the Hilbert–Mumford index of W is computed as
.W; / D max
0i<jm¹ .wt.x
m iyi /C wt.xm jyj // j .aibj   aj bi / ¤ 0º;(5.2)
and the subspace W is -semistable (resp. -stable) if and only if the following holds:
.W; / 0 (resp. .W; / > 0).
Thus, W is semistable (resp. stable) if and only if for every choice of coordinates x; y
in C2 and  2 Z there exist two monomials xm iyi , xm jyj in O.C2/m such that the sum
of their weights is nonpositive (resp. negative) and the vectors .ai ; bi /, .aj ; bj / of the corre-
sponding coefficients of a basis of W written in the coordinates x; y are linearly independent.
It is clear that it suffices to consider only one-parameter subgroups WC ! SL2 that can be
diagonalized with  D  1, in which case formula (5.2) turns into
.W; / D max
0i<jm¹2.m   i   j / j .aibj   aj bi / ¤ 0º:(5.3)
5.2. A geometric characterization of the semistability of subspaces. It is well known
that f 2 P .O.C2/m/ is semistable (resp. stable) if and only if f has no roots of multiplicity
> m
2
(resp.  m
2
). If f is strictly semistable (i.e., semistable but not stable), then there is a root
of multiplicity m
2
(in particular m is even), which implies that the unique closed SL2-orbit in
P .O.C2/m/ss that lies in the closure of the orbit of f is the orbit of x
m
2 y
m
2 . We will now give
an analogous characterization of the (semi)stability of a subspace W 2 Gr.2;O.C2/m/ using
the Hilbert–Mumford criterion as detailed in Section 5.1.
Proposition 5.1. Let W 2 Gr.2;O.C2/m/. Then W is semistable (resp. stable) if and
only if there do not exist integers 0  i < j with i C j > m (resp. i C j  m) and a linear
form L such that Li divides every p 2 W and there is q 2 W divisible by Lj .
In particular, a semistable subspace W is strictly semistable if and only if there exist
a nonnegative integer i < m
2
and a linear form L such that Li divides every p 2 W and there
is q 2 W divisible by Lm i . In this case, the unique closed SL2-orbit in Gr.2;O.C2/m/ss
that lies in the closure of the orbit of W is the orbit of the subspace hxiym i ; xm iyi i.
Proof. Let WC ! SL2 be a one-parameter subgroup diagonalizable with  D  1 and
x; y coordinates in C2 in which  is diagonal. Fix an element W 2 Gr.2;O.C2/m/. Choose
basis forms f1; f2 in W , writing them as in (5.1), and consider the matrix 
a0 a1 a2    am
b0 b1 b2    bm
!
;(5.4)
where the columns are enumerated from 0 to m. Let k be the smallest integer such that the kth
column is nonzero and ` be the smallest integer such that the `th column is linearly independent
with the kth column. Then by formula (5.3) we have
.W; / D 2.m   k   `/:(5.5)
We conclude thatW is -semistable (resp. -stable) if and only if kC`  m (resp. kC` < m).
Then the characterization of semistability (resp. stability) follows immediately. Here the neces-
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sity implication is shown by choosing coordinates such that L D y and using the subgroup
(5.6) C ! SL2; t 7!
 
t 1 0
0 t
!
to destabilize W .
To prove the statement contained in the last sentence of the proposition, fix a strictly
semistable subspace W , with 0  i < m
2
and L being the corresponding integer and linear
form, and let x; y be the standard coordinates on C2. By passing to another subspace in the
orbit of W , we can assume that L D y. We may choose a basis f1; f2, written as in (5.1), so
that matrix (5.4) is of the form 
0    0 ai aiC1    am i 1 am i    am
0    0 0 0    0 bm i    bm
!
:
Let k and ` be the integers defined as above, and  the one-parameter subgroup introduced
in (5.6). If ai D 0, then k > i . As `  m   i , we have k C ` > m contradicting the -semi-
stability of W . Similarly if bm i D 0, then ` > m   i so k C ` > m, which again contradicts
the -semistability of W . We conclude that both ai and bm i are nonzero. An easy calculation
now shows
.t/ 1W D ˝yi aixm i C    C t2.m i/amym i; ym i .bm ixi C    C t2ibmyi /˛:
As ai and bm i are nonzero, limt!0 .t/ 1W D hxiym i ; xm iyi i. Seeing that the orbit of
hxiym i ; xm iyi i is closed in Gr.2;O.C2/m/ss is straightforward.
5.3. Preservation of semistability by r .
Proposition 5.2. If a form f 2 P .O.C2/d / is semistable, then so is the subspace
r.f / 2 Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/.
Proof. Let WC ! SL2 be a one-parameter subgroup and x; y coordinates in C2 in
which  is diagonal with  D  1. We claim that the following stronger statement holds: the
-semistability of a form f 2 P .O.C2/d / not linearly equivalent to xd implies the -semi-
stability of r.f /. Write f DPdiD0  di aixd iyi and consider the matrix
(5.7)
 
a0 a1 a2    ad 1
a1 a2 a3    ad
!
;
with the columns enumerated from 0 to d   1. The columns of this matrix are proportional to
those of (5.4) with m D d   1, f1 D fx , f2 D fy . Let i be the smallest integer with ai ¤ 0.
If i > 0, then columns i and i   1 are linearly independent, and by formula (5.5) the subspace
r.f / is -semistable if and only if 2i  d . This last condition is implied by (and in fact
equivalent to) the -semistability of f . If i D 0, then, since matrix (5.7) has full rank, the 0th
column is linearly independent with the j th column for some j D 1; : : : ; d   1, hence r.f /
is -semistable.
Remark 5.3. Observe that the converse of the proposition is also true, although we will
not use this fact. Namely, the above proof shows that if f 2 P .O.C2/d / is not the d th power
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of a linear form, then f is -semistable if and only if r.f / is. Note that the converse to Propo-
sition 5.2 also follows easily from the fact that the SL2-linearization of O.k/ on P .O.C2/d /
for some k > 0 is the pullback of the SL2-linearization of the line bundle corresponding to the
Plücker embedding via the rational map rWP .O.C2/d /Ü Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/.
Proposition 5.2 implies that the morphism rWP .O.C2/d / ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/Res
extends to a morphism (which we denote by the same symbol)
rWP .O.C2/d /ss ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss;
so the morphism rWP .O.C2/d /==SL2 ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/Res of affine GIT quotients
extends to the induced morphism rWP .O.C2/d /ss==SL2 ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss==SL2 of pro-
jective GIT quotients.
5.4. Preservation of polystability by r .
Proposition 5.4. If a form f 2 P .O.C2/d / is polystable, then so is the subspace
r.f / 2 Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, we know that r.f / is semistable. Assume that r.f / is
strictly semistable. Then by the Hilbert–Mumford criterion there exists a one-parameter sub-
group WC ! SL2 with .r.f /; / D 0 and a choice of coordinates x; y with  D  1.
Write f DPdiD0  di aixd iyi and consider matrix (5.7). Let k be the smallest integer such
that the kth column of the matrix is nonzero and ` the smallest integer such that the `th col-
umn is linearly independent with the kth column. Then by formula (5.5) with m D d   1 we
have k C ` D d   1.
If k D 0, then ` D d   1, and by a short computation one verifies that f is linearly equiv-
alent to xd C yd . In this case, r.f / lies in the orbit of hxd 1; yd 1i, which is polystable.
If k ¤ 0, then k < d   1 and the kth column is . 0akC1 / with akC1 ¤ 0. Then the .k C 1/th
column . akC1akC2 / is linearly independent with the kth column. Hence, ` D kC 1, which implies
that d is even and k D d
2
  1. It then follows that y d2 divides f , i.e., f is strictly semistable.
Since f is polystable, it is then linearly equivalent to x
d
2 y
d
2 . Therefore, r.f / lies in the orbit
of the subspace hx d2 1y d2 ; x d2 y d2 1i, which is again polystable.
Corollary 5.5. The morphism rWP .O.C2/d /ss==SL2 ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss==SL2 is
finite and injective.
Proof. Suppose that for some f ; g 2 P .O.C2/d /ss==SL2 we have r.f / D r.g/. Let
f; g 2 P .O.C2/d /ss be any polystable preimages of f ; g. By the proposition, the subspaces
r.f /;r.g/ 2 Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ are polystable hence linearly equivalent (as they map to same
point in Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss==SL2). Then, by [4, Proposition 1.1] the forms f; g are linearly
equivalent. Thus f D g, and we have established that r is injective. Since r is an injective
morphism of projective varieties, it is also finite.
To prove Theorem 1.2, it therefore suffices to show that the (closed) image ofr is normal.
This is accomplished in the next section.
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6. Normality of the image of r and the proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section, we shall finalize the proof of Theorem 1.2 by showing that the image
r.P .O.C2/d /ss==SL2/ of r is normal (Corollary 6.6).
6.1. The injectivity of the differential of r and the locus where r is a closed immer-
sion. As the morphism rWP .O.C2/d / n SL2 xd ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ is induced by the lin-
ear map gradWO.C2/d ! O.C2/˚2d 1, it is easy to compute its differential. Indeed, any element
f 2 P .O.C2/d / can be regarded as a line in O.C2/d , and there is a natural identification
Tf P .O.C
2/d / D Hom.f;O.C2/d=f / D O.C2/d=f:
Likewise, for W 2 Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/, there is a natural identification
TW Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ D Hom.W;O.C2/d 1=W /:
Let f 2 P .O.C2/d / n SL2 xd . The differential Df r of r is described, using the above iden-
tifications, as
Df rWO.C2/d=f ! Hom.hfx; fyi;O.C2/d 1=hfx; fyi/;
g 7! ; with . f˛x C fˇy/ D ˛gx C ˇgy ;
where gx; gy are interpreted as the images in O.C2/d 1=hfx; fyi of the first-order partial
derivatives of a lift of g to O.C2/d . We conclude that the differential Df r is injective if and
only if there does not exist g 2 P .O.C2/d /, g ¤ f , such that hgx; gyi  hfx; fyi.
We now need the following elementary lemma, which we state without proof.
Lemma 6.1. Let f 2 O.C2/d be a form not linearly equivalent to xd 1y. If we have
hfx; fyi  hgx; gyi for some g 2 O.C2/d not proportional to f , then f is linearly equivalent
to xd C yd .
Using Lemma 6.1 we obtain:
Proposition 6.2. If f 2 P .O.C2/d /ss is not in SL2.xd C yd /, then Df r is injective.
Next, consider the commutative diagram:
P .O.C2/d /
ss r //
1

Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss
2

P .O.C2/d /
ss== SL2
r // Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss==SL2.
The morphismr is not a closed immersion as it is not even injective—all the forms axd C byd
have the same image under r for a; b ¤ 0. The following proposition says that it is in fact
a closed immersion once we remove the orbit SL2.xd C yd / in the source and the locus
 12 .2.hxd 1; yd 1i// in the target. Note that we have
r 1  12 .2.hxd 1; yd 1i// D SL2.xd C yd /
by Lemma 6.1 and Remark 6.4 below.
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Proposition 6.3. The morphism
(6.1) P .O.C2/d /
ss nSL2.xd Cyd /! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss n 12 .2.hxd 1; yd 1i//
obtained by restricting r is a closed immersion.
Proof. Morphism (6.1) induces the morphism 
P .O.C2/d /
ss== SL2
 n 1.xd C yd /(6.2)
!  Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss==SL2  n 2.hxd 1; yd 1i/
of GIT quotients. Morphism (6.2) is finite by Corollary 5.5 whereas morphism (6.1) is injective
by Lemma 6.1 and maps closed orbits to closed orbits by Proposition 5.4. Therefore, morphism
(6.1) is finite (cf. [12, p. 89]). It follows that (6.1) is a closed immersion since by Proposition 6.2
it is unramified.
Remark 6.4. We note that  12 .2.hxd 1; yd 1i//  Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss consists of
all subspaces hLd 1; f i, where L ¤ 0 is a linear form and f ¤ 0 is a form not divisible
by L (cf. Proposition 5.1). Therefore,  12 .2.hxd 1; yd 1i// is the image of the rational
map O.C2/1 O.C2/d 1Ü Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ defined by .L; f / 7! hLd 1; f i. Hence,
this subvariety is irreducible of dimension d   1.
6.2. Normality of the image of r . We assume that d  4. For d D 3, Theorem 1.2 (as
well as Corollary 6.6 and Proposition 6.7 below) is trivial.
Recall that the gradient morphism gradWO.C2/d ! O.C2/˚2d 1 is given by
f 7! .fx; fy/:
Consider the action of GL2 on O.C2/˚2d 1 defined by g.f1; f2/ D .f1; f2/  g 1 for g 2 GL2
and f1; f2 2 O.C2/d 1 (note that this action is the restriction of that in (2.7) to the subgroup
¹idº  GL2  GL2 GL2). Introduce the irreducible variety
Wd D GL2 grad.O.C2/d /  O.C2/˚2d 1:
Recall also that we have the commutative diagram
O.C2/d n GL2 xd grad //

O.C2/˚2
d 1 n ¹.f1; f2/ j f1; f2 are linearly dependentº


P .O.C2/d / n SL2 xd r // Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/,
where  is a GL2-quotient. Clearly, the variety Wd coincides with the closure in O.C2/
˚2
d 1
of  1.r.P .O.C2/d / n SL2 xd //.
Proposition 6.5. The variety Wd is normal.
Proof. Consider the subscheme
W 0d WD ¹.f1; f2/ j .f1/x; .f1/y ; .f2/x; .f2/y are linearly dependentº  O.C2/˚2d 1I
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more precisely, if we write
f1 D
d 1X
iD0
 
d   1
i
!
aix
d 1 iyi ; f2 D
d 1X
iD0
 
d   1
i
!
bix
d 1 iyi
and give O.C2/˚2
d 1 the coordinates a0; : : : ; ad 1; b0; : : : ; bd 1, then W
0
d
is defined by the
4  4 minors of the matrix 0BBBB@
a0 a1 a2    ad 2
a1 a2 a3    ad 1
b0 b1 b2    bd 2
b1 b2 b3    bd 1
1CCCCA :
We first claim that Wd and W 0d agree set-theoretically or, in other words, that Wd D .W 0d /red.
Indeed, if .f1; f2/ D g.fx; fy/ for some g 2 GL2 and f 2 O.C2/d , then .f1/x , .f1/y , .f2/x ,
.f2/y are linearly dependent. Conversely, if the latter condition holds, then
.af1 C bf2/y D .cf1 C ef2/x
for some .a; b; c; e/ ¤ 0. It follows that there is an element f 2 O.C2/d such that
.fx; fy/ D .af1 C bf2; cf1 C ef2/:
Let g D . a cb e /. If g is invertible, then .f1; f2/ D g.fx; fy/. Otherwise, fx and fy are linearly
dependent, hence f D `d for some ` 2 O.C2/1. This implies that af1 C bf2 and cf1 C ef2
are multiples of `d 1. Assume that a ¤ 0 and after changing coordinates write
af1 C bf2 D pdxd 1;
where p is either 0 or 1. Consider the forms
ht WD pxd C t
Z
f2 dy
parametrized by nonzero t 2 C and set
t WD
 
a 0
b 1
! 
1 0
0 t
!
:
Then one checks that limt!0 t ..ht /x; .ht /y/ D .f1; f2/, which shows that .f1; f2/ 2 Wd .
Now consider the determinantal variety D  O.C2/˚4
d 2 parametrizing linearly depen-
dent tuples .f1; f2; f3; f4/; in other words, ifO.C2/˚4d 2 is given coordinates zi;j for 0 i  3
and 0  j  d   2, thenD is defined by the ideal generated by the 4  4 minors of the matrix
of indeterminates 0BBBB@
z0;0 z0;1    z0;d 2
z1;0 z1;1    z1;d 2
z2;0 z2;1    z2;d 2
z3;0 z3;1    z3;d 2
1CCCCA :
By [3, Section 1C, Section 2B] and [10], D is an irreducible Cohen–Macaulay variety of
dimension 3d . Clearly, W 0
d
is the intersection of D with the subspace defined by the 2d   4
equations: z0;1   z1;0; : : : ; z0;d 2   z1;d 3 and z2;1   z3;0; : : : ; z2;d 2   z3;d 3. Further, we
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have dimW 0
d
D dimWd D d C 4. Since
codimD W 0d D dimD   dimW 0d D 3d   .d C 4/ D 2d   4
is the number of defining equations of W 0
d
in D , we conclude that W 0
d
is Cohen–Macaulay
(cf. [6, Proposition 18.13]).
We will now show that W 0
d
is in fact reduced. It suffices to prove that W 0
d
is generically
reduced since Cohen–Macaulay schemes do not have embedded components, and therefore it
suffices to show that W 0
d
is smooth at a single point. We claim that W 0
d
is smooth at the point
..d   1/xd 2y; yd 1/ 2 W 0
d
.
To show this, change coordinates via a1 7! a1 C 1 and bd 1 7! bd 1 C 1, and let I be
the ideal generated by the 4  4 minors of the matrix
(6.3)
0BBBB@
a0 a1 C 1 a2    ad 2
a1 C 1 a2 a3    ad 1
b0 b1 b2    bd 2
b1 b2 b3    bd 1 C 1
1CCCCA :
If we set p WD .a0; : : : ; ad 1; b0; : : : ; bd 1/, then we need to prove that the localization
.CŒa0; : : : ; ad 1; b0; : : : ; bd 1=I /p is a regular local ring. For this, it suffices to show that
dimp=p2  dimW 0
d
D d C 4. Now, the minor of (6.3) given by columns 0; 1; i and d   2 for
i D 2; : : : ; d   3 is equal to  bi plus higher-order terms. Therefore, the vector space p=p2 is
spanned by a0; : : : ; ad 1, b0, b1, bd 2, bd 1, hence dimp=p2  d C 4 as required.
Since W 0
d
is reduced, we have Wd D W 0d , which yields that Wd is Cohen–Macaulay.
The proposition will therefore follow from Serre’s criterion if we verify that the variety Wd is
smooth away from a subvariety of codimension at least 2. By Proposition 6.3, we know that
Wd \  1.Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss/ is smooth at all points except possibly along the preimage ƒ
of  12 .2.hxd 1; yd 1i// in O.C2/˚2d 1. By Remark 6.4, ƒ  Wd is an irreducible subvari-
ety of codimension 1. Since the point ..d   1/xd 2y; yd 1/ is both in ƒ and a smooth point
ofWd , it follows thatWd \  1.Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss/ is smooth in codimension 1. On the other
hand, it is easy to see that dim 1.Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ n Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss/  dimWd   2 by
appealing to Proposition 5.1. Also, the dimension of the locus
¹.f1; f2/ j f1; f2 are linearly dependentº  O.C2/˚2d 1
clearly does not exceed dimWd   2. Therefore, we conclude that Wd is smooth in codimen-
sion 1.
Corollary 6.6. The image r.P .O.C2/d /ss== SL2/  Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss==SL2 is nor-
mal.
Proof. Indeed, r.P .O.C2/d /ss== SL2/ is normal as the GIT quotient of the normal
variety Wd \  1.Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss/.
6.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. We now establish:
Proposition 6.7. The morphism rWP .O.C2/d /ss==SL2 ! Gr.2;O.C2/d 1/ss==SL2
is a closed immersion.
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Proof. The morphism r is injective by Corollary 5.5. Since the image is normal by
Corollary 6.6, Zariski’s Main Theorem implies that r is an isomorphism onto its image.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The theorem follows by combining Corollary 4.4 with Proposi-
tion 6.7.
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